From
LUISS
to
LUIβ
to
L.INC
to
A.R.T.
the transforming process from a graffiti name
As sixteen years old adolescent, my seven year old brother inspired me a lot. In the early spring of 1999, I visit
for three times my brother in Berlin. Berlin in those days was half away from his urban rehabilitation process,
a creative city where graffiti and urban messages can be founded everywhere. My brother a graduated artist
taught and introduced me in the four elements of Hip Hop: MC-ing , DJ-ing, graffiti art and dance. My brother
as graduated artist and painter taught me the techniques of graffiti art at free graffiti spots in Berlin.
Inspired by these painting style and subculture, I decided to buy some spray cans and to develop my own
graffiti skills, to write my graffiti name on the walls. Berlin however was not the place where I lived those
days. Noord Sleen a small village in the east of the Netherlands close to the German border is the place
where my parents live. I grow up between the cows and tractors and it was my seven year old brother who
introduced Black Hip Hop music by the youth in the village. At those days there was only one brown skinned
boy at the secondary school, so at the age of sixteen I had not seen a many brown skinned people and
muslims I had never met before.
2000 was one of the last years of the Purple cabinet who has reign the Netherland very liberal for almost a
decade, soon after the millennium chance, the cultural climate will change themselves against muslims. In
those days, some politicians opened the debate against muslims, especially against wearing of headscarves
by female muslims.

Luiss piece in the bicycle tunnel near Noord Sleen.

To spray my own graffiti name on the wall, I chose the name ‘LUISS’. The name was build up out of two parts,
LU related to Lukas and ISS who was related to the Nazi Waffen SS sign. To use the symbol of the Nazi Waffen
SS sign in my graffiti name was a controversial choice. I did it because I wanted to rebel against the ideology
‘no discrimination’ of the nineties, to show my relation to Germany - we lived 15 km from the German border
and I discovered in those time that a old part of my family came from Germany- and to add something to
upcoming anti muslim zeitgeist.
Of course I did know about the Nazi Waffen SS, I grew up with the stories about that terrible fascistic Nazi
regime, who murdered 6 million people of the by God chosen holy people – I am a God feared Christen, who
cannot agree and understand what the Nazis did to the Jews – but the symbol of the Waffen SS, was for me
at that time a symbol of power, a symbol of white people against the muslims, a symbol of rebellion against
the always doomed National Socialism thought, who has in my point of view some good ideas.
However I wrote the with a feel of rebellion the name LUISS on some walls in my small village, my two oldest
brothers discovered why I did that. A half year later my oldest brother who is ten years older than me, took
me with his wife and my youngest brother to Rotterdam, to visit my seven years older brother who has just
moved from Berlin to Rotterdam. Driving in three hours from our village to Rotterdam, I told my brother
about my rebellion thoughts those days and about the graffiti name who I wrote on the walls. My brother
who did not understand me, put me out of his car and said that he only take me to Rotterdam when I shut up
my mouth till I see how many cultures and people are living in Rotterdam. He drove us through Rotterdam
south and I saw a lot of muslims and ethnic minority people who were all friendly and Dutch. From that
moment I decided to change my graffiti name from LUISS to LUIβ. The β or ringel-S is the old character for
the German pronounce of the to ss, to chance these characters I kept the relation with the German identity,
but I turned away from the anti muslim / ethnic minority ideology.

Luiss tags in the village Noord Sleen.
Two years later, at the age of eighteen I finished my secondary school and started to follow a education at
the university. By taking a new step in my life, I chose to chance my graffiti name from LUIβ to L.INC. The new
graffiti name L.INC was chosen because the young rebellion adolescent phase in my live was over. To start
as a young boy at the university, you choose to leave the adolescent part of your live away and to be adult.
L(ukas).INC(orporated) showed the ambitions who I had. With taking education at the university, go living
on your own in a new city, taking part to the student live and rediscover yourself again, I chose for a new
live. L.INC stands in those days for me for ‘professionalism’, ‘educated’. The second part of my graffiti name
‘incorporated’ is the American way to say, this is a business. Lukas is not a graffiti rookie any more, he is a
professional. To show that to everybody, I decided to do not draw any more tags, but only pieces ( colorful
big graffiti drawings) and throw ups ( two color big graffiti names).
My first L.INC piece I wrote in a bicycle tunnel close by parents home. This tunnel was creative outlet of all
the youth who wants to rebel against their society and want take part to the upcoming Hip Hop culture in the
east part of the Netherlands. With these piece ,who is still there, I proved myself that I was a professional
and be ready for the big live, a student live, an own live, far away from my parents.

After two years I stopped with my study at the university. The study Urban Land use Management, was not
the study I liked to do. Because I stopped at the end of the second year, I did not know what other study I will
follow. So I decided to wait and work one year to really know what kind of education I want to follow, to be a
professional in a profession. At the end of that year I decided to follow the polytechnic education of building
construction and architecture in Groningen. A study who is little related to Urban Land use Management
and more creative. By following the architecture history courses I realized myself that the graffiti name L.INC
did not represent myself anymore. The ambitions who I had at the beginning of the L.INC period are not
more the same of I had in those days. Another reason to change my graffiti name was that some buildings
what I saw everywhere were not so good designed esthetical and constructive as I thought before. To show
that to the people and to finish my L.INC period I decided to change my graffiti name into A.R.T. what
means Architecture Restyle Terror. A name with a double sentence. With making a graffiti piece of A.R.T. on
Architecture, I restyled the architecture in a maybe terrible way. But at the other hand, the graffiti piece could
also be an art, or an artwork. It depends on how the passer-by interpreted the artwork. By my knowledge of
architecture and building constructions I could the world show what is architectural terrible and what not. If
the passer-by decided that I am right, they maybe like the way is make the architecture better by add a graffiti
piece, if they do not like it, then is the restyle terror in the name A.R.T. effective.

